Surgery on the move.

OEC 9900 Elite MD
What happens when you combine the superb imaging capabilities of the OEC 9900 Elite with the table-side control of a motorized C-arm? You get the power to control your own procedures.

The OEC 9900 Elite MD allows 9° per second orbital, lateral, and combo movements controlled from the remote user interface (RUI) with an on-screen angle indicator. Position the C where you need it when you need it.

Safety is critical. The image intensifier detection bumper on the MD reduces the chance of collision, making it more safe for the patient.

The power, precision, and performance of the OEC 9900 Elite merged with the workflow benefits of a motorized C-arm and table-side control means your images are exactly what you want to see.

Motorized C to get your procedure going.

With the table-side remote user interface of the OEC® 9900 Elite MD, have more control over your procedure. Now, repositioning of your C-arm and table is at your finger-tips.